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SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT (SER)
'

FINAL DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF SAFETY-GRADE ANTICIPATORY ,

REACTOR TRIP (ARTS) ON TUR8INE TRIP OR LOSS OF MAIN FEEDWATER

C.RYSTAL RIVER NUCLEAR STATION UNIT 3

DOCKET No. 50-302

I. INTRODUCTION

The Licenseer Florida Power Corporation, in its submittats of December 31,

1980 and Octocer 12 , 1981, forwarded the information necessary to complete

our safety evaluatim of their final design and implementation of the safety-

grade anticipa' tory reactor trips (ARTS) on turbine trip or loss of main

These ARTS are intended to provide additional protection andfeedwate r.

conservatism teyond that provided by the existing Reactor Protection System

(RPS). We previsculy approved the Licensee's preliminary design for

upgrading this system in our SER of December 20, 1979. We also requested

additional information on the final design. -

II. EVALUATION

In performing our evaluation, we reviewed the information in the recent

Licensee submittats of December 31, 1980 and October 12,1981 and their

previous submittats of May 21 and October 2,1979 relating to this system.

Our review of the preliminary design and the final design drawings for

installation of the safety-grade anticipatory reactor trips indicates that

the licensee has incorporated the previously approved logic design concept

into the ARTS design for Crystal River Unit 3. For the most probable causes
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feedwateri these anticipatory trips willi'.of' turbine trip or loss of ma n -
~

~

i h pressure reactor
operate in advance of the reactor coolant system (RCS) h g e

.h llenges to the power
trip to reduce the peak RCS pressure and thus reduce c a

!

*2
This will alleviate these concerns as reported i

operated relief valve. (PORV).
.-

'sin NUREG-0560.
l to monitor

The ARTS design utilizes four redundant and independent channe s
and the main turbine for trip conditions.

the main feedwater pursos (MFWP)
'

both MFWPs

This, safety-grade ART equipment initiates a reactor trip when '.
The cabinet sounted equipment is installed

trip or the main turbine trips. -

d interfaces
in and is an inte'gral part of the existing four channel RPS an ~

this additional cabinet-As suche i.

as new trips in the bistable trip string. idesign bases of the RPS
mounted equipment is designed in accordance with the

*

!
i nts of the

and conforms with the acceptance criteria and design requ reme j
AR. The

RPS as described in Section 7 of the Crystal River Unit 3 FS 4

}iliary relays, which
added modules ;ontain contact buf fers, histables and aux {

i

Thus, the

have been tested and qualifie'd'for use in a safety system.'

f f ed by the licenseer
preftious conclusion of the RPS failure malysis, per orm

erformance of its
that any single f ailure in the RPS will not prevent p

is still valid.
protectim action when requirede

i ts, outputs

Our review included the final drawings which include the, npu
functions, and' their integration into the

and logic of the new trip it ch
1!ach cha"nel of the RPS accepts three new pressure sw

.

existing RPS. bine
The sensors monitor hydraulic fluid pressure Nr the main tur

j
;

inputs.
The RPS Logic is designed such that a

and each of the two MFWP turbines.
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rharnel trip wiLL occur due to low hydraulic fluid pressure for the main ,'

turbine or low hydraulic fluid pressure for both MFWPs. (Jpon a trip of a

any two of the four channel inputse the RPS will initiate a reacter trip.

An automatic inhibit is included in the* Logic circuitry to prevent tripping

of the reactor when the unit is operated at power levels below 20% since

the main turbine and both feedwater pumps are not required to be agerating

at these power levels. .-

The redmdant sensors are separated both electrically and physically for

independent ope ration. Individual termination enclosures are provided to
Theprotect against grounding, shorting and environmental conditions.

separation criteria used in the design of ARTS was Regulatory Guim 1.75,

Revision 2 and IEEE Standard 279-1971. The sensor inputs are provided with

a 500 volt isolation buffer. Thuse the effects of cridible faults on the

sensor circuit will not prcpagate back to the RPS. Furthere a single

failure will not prevent the' sensors from performing their intended ftnction.
'

Wer thereforer find that the ART system satisfies the RPS criteria for

! redundancy, indepencence and single f ailure.

The licensee's October 2r 1979 submittal also included seismic and environ-
'

I

l mental quali fication summary reports. Qualification data for the new pressure

sensors will be av&ilable by the end of March 1982. The Equipment Quali fication

Bran ch will - evaluate this material.

The licensee wiLL test the ART circuits following installation. We find|

the functional checkout procedures for demonstrating the operabili y of

ARTS to be acceptable. The testing vill be acccmplished pi-ior to placing

ARTS in service.
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The Licensee states that the monthly surveillance tests wiLL only include
'

,

*
the electronics portion of ARTS and that the new pressure switches wiLL be

functionally checked 'during. scheduled re fueling outages. We find that

the periodic test.tcheme for ARTS while the reactor is in operation is

una c ceptable. The Technical Specifications should be modified to cover
.

channel functional checks (including sensors) for ARTS with a frequency

conunensurate with existing RPS channel fu1ctional checks. Limiting Conditions
.

- - - - . . . . - - - . _ . _ .

for Operacion should also be deliniaced in proposed Technical Specifications. .

,

III. CONCLUSION ,

*

Based cri cur review of the design of anticipatory reactor trips on main
'

turbine trip or loss of main feedwater, we conclude that the proposed
- !

'

idesign modifications satisfy the RPS safety requi rements and criteria

for redundancy, independencer and single faltures. We also conclude

that the upgraded RPS wiLL provide a greater degree of protection and

We find thatconservatism beyond that provided by the existing RPS.

the design is acceptable except for surveillance checks of the entire

ARTS system which should be required as discussed herein. j'
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